
To heal a healing machine





Our senses convey to us the raw material on which
our thinking
is based.
      

     

Alvar Aalto ‘Culture and Technology’, Suomi-Finland-USA, Helsinki, 1947. 



How to heal the healing machine? 

run hands across.
light touch.
a reading.
in invisible
an energetic dowsing.
      
Place hands, palms, on energetic nodes and move to and through.



what can be done?



the good air 
and the 
sun light

are you still?
a lemon stair





salvia sensation deep rose

white sage

salvia ostfriesland

primavera clean air

rock rose (helianthemum nummularium) 

binchotan active charcoal

electronics salon pink noise

now foods liquid chlorophyll

purely products ionic purifier



salt

clear pine

taza meteorite (Morocco)

sikhote-alin meteorite (Russia)

pine needles

silicone sheet

copper

aluminium

silicone

fiber optic cable

tourmaline

lemon



light blue glass tube

yarrow       

hydor balance 

carrier 

pro-dialog plus 

acvatix      

magna

breathing air purifier BA-DME020 

eagle

spirovent air microbubble deaerator 

     



naval

alfa laval

drive

heat exchanger

valve

multical

ultraflow

grass air

elysator

arianna

blueflux





in a grid formation
at a distance     
  
to absorb and hold the consciousness 

accessing your inner knowing 



place it in a bowl of rock or sea salt 
place it under running water
place it in the ground outside so the sun and moon
lace it in saltwater



fourteen and charge them 
with light, with light

we are 
doing our best but
can’t be sure

and still    



Upon creation, waterfall droplets undergo charge redistribution forming dipoles 
with negatively charged surfaces. The phenomenon of charge separation occurs as 
a consequence of the disruption of the water surface by splashing and bubbling, 
when moving liquid is aerosolized at an obstacle, aqueous surface or by aerodynamic 
break-up of water droplets during free fall (see Fig. 1). After breaking up, smaller 
fragments (or clusters) carry negatively charged OH remaining bigger fragments 
become positive 
     
    
   



in the center of the wheel a butterfly

 



environmental memory of the room

conducted light
      
sun angle of 34˚
drawn 
cantilevered sun-traps
  



not housed but planted circulation

air

current
      
heated waves



How can we begin to talk about a 
spiritual economy?

 



misconceived condition
 
horizontal beings      
bent beings 
             
 
free-flowing material

amalgam of post-rationalist organic leaking
     
    
   
  



Vostrikov et al., 2006; Parts et al., 2007; Luts et al., 2009).
positive value of droplet surface potential (+0.1 V) indicates that the water dipoles 
are preferentially oriented with the negative pole toward the gas phase, while the 
positive pole is oriented towards the liquid phase (Parfenyuk, 2002). Botti etal. 
(2004) suggested that OH ions are hydrated with 4 H2O molecules with a presence 
of a weakly bound fifth water molecule, close to the hydrogen atoms. Negatively 
charged particles remain in the air and become thermophoretically dispersed, due 
to the cold air stream caused by the temperature difference between water and the 
surrounding air. The larger positively charged droplets precipitate to the ground, i.e. 
in the pond. As a result, negative air ion concentrations near waterfalls can reach 
several tens of thousands per cubic centimeter. 
     
    
   
  

     
    
   
  



1/f-noise, “pink noise” has the same distribution of power for each octave, so the 
power between 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz is the same as between 5,000 Hz and 10,000 Hz. 
In other words, the white noise has equal amount of all frequency components (flat 
frequency response). The frequency response of pink noise drops with frequency - 
lower frequencies have more energy than higher frequencies.  In the natural world, 
there are many physical processes which produce noise with what is known as a 
"pink" distribution of power: wind, pulsating quasars, heartbeat, structure of DNA, 
speech patterns, breathing, thought patterns, ebb and flow of tides, river heights, 
melodies, flow of traffic, stock market patterns. It is said to improve focus, alleviate 
headaches, soothe babies and improve quality of sleep.



The brilliant colors of the ocean. The ocean has always been known as a healing 
environment. Using New Energy Vision (NEV) the Earth element of red is very 
much present in the water. This grounds and energizes. The sand is brilliant yellow 
and green which are by contrast up-lifting. This is why you get wonderful ideas but 
remain grounded and energized when at the seaside. This environment is healthy 
and produces large amounts of negative ions



prior light history vs melatonin suppression 
light has been demonstrated
shifting of the timing of plasma  
standard room light
numerous reports have shown that, in human subjects, appropriately timed 
bright-light exposure induces phase shifts in a wide variety of circadian markers 
transients of core body temperature 
human circadian pacemaker
centered 150-lx trials
 



To affect the recuperation and well-being of the building itself via experimental 
means at once science-based, pseudoscientific, and esoteric. Go to the core, to the 
internal organs, the system control mechanisms. Consider circulation, breath. 
Materials matter. Matter matters. And invisible things.
      
Alvar Aalto sited Paimio in a forest of pine. 
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